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Executive Coach
Corona is a leadership coach with 15 years of operational leadership experience in large,
complex organizations where she honed her business acumen and excellent navigation
skills. In her role as Director of Strategic Organization Development at Mass General
Brigham, she led the function for this large healthcare system with over 75,000
employees. Later, at Suffolk Construction, she built the leadership development function
from the ground up. Corona leverages her experience with leaders at all levels in her
coaching work and integrates her deep expertise in designing adult learning forums for
highly expert leaders, including MD’s and PhD’s. As a coach, facilitator and organization
development consultant, Corona has a reputation for being insightful, warm, and bringing
a dash of humor to her interactions.
Corona’s areas of expertise include the design and delivery of leadership programs that
focus on emotional intelligence, change management, and team development. She’s
comfortable with the world of competency modeling and succession management
approaches. She understands the importance of bridging theory with real world
leadership challenges, in high stakes environments.
Corona has worked in healthcare, biotech, technology, and non-profit organizations where
she aligned their business, leadership, and people strategies. Clients include Alexion, IBM,
Mass General Hospital, the Mass League of Community Health Centers, Entrada
Therapeutics, and SAP.
Corona graduated from Bowdoin College with a sociology degree and went on to get her
Master of Social Work from Boston College. She is credentialed as a Professional Certified
Coach (PCC) from the International Coach Federation and has coaching certifications from
the Center for Executive Coaching and the Pyramid Resource Group. She is certified to
administer a variety of assessments including the EQi 2.0, the Leadership Versatility Index
(LVI) 360, Predictive Index, and the Hogan Personality Assessments.
Corona lives in Massachusetts with her husband and two daughters. She enjoys cooking,
spin classes with loud pop music and international travel.
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